Impact of postnatal systemic corticosteroids on mortality and cerebral palsy in preterm infants: effect modification by risk for chronic lung disease.
In preterm infants, chronic lung disease (CLD) is associated with an increased risk for cerebral palsy (CP). However, systemic postnatal corticosteroid therapy to prevent or treat CLD, although effective in improving lung function, may cause CP. The objective of this study was to determine the effect of systemic postnatal corticosteroid treatment on death and CP and to assess any modification of effect arising from risk for CLD. Randomized, controlled trials of postnatal corticosteroid therapy for prevention or treatment of CLD in preterm infants that reported rates of both mortality and CP were reviewed and their data were synthesized. Twenty studies with data on 1721 randomized infants met eligibility criteria. The relationship between the corticosteroid effect on the combined outcome, death or CP, and the risk for CLD in control groups was analyzed by weighted meta-regression. Among all infants who were randomized, a significantly higher rate of CP after corticosteroid treatment (typical risk difference [RD]: 0.05; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.02, 0.08) was partly offset by a nonsignificant reduction in mortality (typical RD: -0.02; 95% CI: -0.06 to 0.02). Consequently, there was no significant effect of corticosteroid treatment on the combined rate of mortality or CP (typical RD: 0.03; 95% CI: -0.01 to 0.08). However, on meta-regression, there was a significant negative relationship between the treatment effect on death or CP and the risk for CLD in control groups. With risks for CLD below 35%, corticosteroid treatment significantly increased the chance of death or CP, whereas with risks for CLD exceeding 65%, it reduced this chance. The effect of postnatal corticosteroids on the combined outcome of death or CP varies with the level of risk for CLD.